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 to the emergence of blockchain tech-

nology.  Blockchain technology has 

potential to become the new engine 

of growth in digital economy where 

we are increasingly using Internet to 

conduct digital commerce and share 

our personal data and life events.

There are tremendous opportuni-

ties in this space and the revolution 

in this space has just begun. In this 

report we focus on few key appli-

cations of Blockchain technology 

in the area of Notary, Insurance, 

private securities and few other in-

teresting non-financial applications. 

We begin by first describing some 

history and the technology itself.

Section I: BlockChain 
Technology

1. Short History of  Bitcoin

In 2008, an individual (or group) 

writing under the name of Satoshi 

Nakamoto published a paper enti-

tled “Bitcoin: A Peer-To-Peer Elec-

tronic Cash System”. This paper 

described a peer-to-peer version of 

the electronic cash that would allow 

online payments to be sent directly 

from one party to another without 

going through a financial institution. 

Bitcoin was the first realization of this 

concept.  Now “cryptocurrencies” is 

the label that is used to describe all 

networks and mediums of exchange 

that uses cryptography to secure 

transactions-as against those systems 

where the transactions are channeled 

through a centralized trusted entity.

The author of the first paper wanted 

to remain anonymous and hence 

no one knows Satoshi Nakamoto 

to this day. A few months later, an 

open source program implement-

ing the new protocol was released, 

beginning with the Genesis block of

50 coins.  Anyone can install this open 

source program and become part of 

the bitcoin peer-to-peer network.  It 

has grown in popularity since then.

The popularity of the Bitcoin has 

never ceased to increase since then. 

Moreover, the underlying Block-

Chain technology is now finding new 

range of applications beyond finance.

2. Blockchain Technology: 
How does it work?

We explain the concept of the block-

chain by explaining how Bitcoin 

works since it is intrinsically linked to 

the Bitcoin. However, the blockchain 

technology is applicable to  any digital 

asset transaction exchanged online.

1. Validate Entries
2. Safeguard Entries
3. Preserve Historic Record
 

Internet commerce is exclusively 

tied to the financial institutions serv-

ing as the trusted third party who 

process and mediate any electron-

ic transaction. The role of trusted 

third party is to validate, safeguard 

and preserve transactions. A certain 

percentage of fraud is unavoidable 

in online transactions and that needs 

mediation by financial transactions. 

This results in high transaction costs.

Bitcoin uses cryptographic proof 

instead of the trust-in-the-third-party 

mechanism for two willing parties to 

execute an online transaction over 

the Internet.  Each transaction is 

protected through a digital signature,  

is sent to the “public key” of the 

receiver, and is digitally signed using 

the “private key” of the sender. In 

order to spend money, the owner of 

the cryptocurrency needs to prove 

his ownership of the “private key”. 

August 18

Domain name 

“bitcoin.org” 

registered 

October 31

Bitcoin design 

paper published

November 9

Bitcoin project 

registered at 

SourceForge.net

January 3

Genesis block 

established at 

18:15:05 GMT 

January 9

Bitcoin v 0.1 released 

and announced on 

the cryptography 

mailing list

January 12

First Bitcoin trans-
action, in block 170 
from Satoshi to Hal 

Finney

Figure 1: The History of  Bitcoin 
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The entity receiving the digital cur-
rency then verifies the digital signa-
ture, which implies ownership of 
the corresponding “private key”, by 
using the “public key” of the send-
er on the respective transaction. 

Each transaction is broadcasted to 
every node in the Bitcoin network 
and is then recorded in a public 
ledger after verification.  Every sin-
gle transaction needs to be verified 
for validity before it is recorded in 
the public ledger.  The verifying 
node needs to ensure two things 
before recording any transaction:

1. Spender owns the cryptocur-
rency, through the digital signa-
ture verification on the transaction.

2. Spender has sufficient crypto-
currency in his account, through 
checking every transaction against 
the spender’s account, through 

checking every transaction against 
the spender’s account, or “pub-
lic key”, that is registered in the 
ledger. This ensures that there is 
sufficient balance in his account 
before finalizing the transaction.

However, there is question of main-
taining the order of these transac-
tions that are broadcasted to every 
other node in the Bitcoin peer-to-
peer network. The transactions do 
not come in order in which they 
are generated, and hence there is 
a need for a system to make sure 
that double-spending of the crypto-
currency does not occur. Consider-
ing that the transactions are passed 
node by node through the Bitcoin 
network, there is no guarantee that 
orders in which they are received at 
a  node are the same order in which 
these transactions were generated. 
The above means that there is 
a need to develop a mechanism

so that the entire Bitcoin network 
can agree regarding the order of 
transactions, which is a daunt-
ing task in a distributed system.

The Bitcoin solved this problem by a 
mechanism that is now popularly known 
I[� *TWKSKPIQV� \MKPVWTWOa�� The Bitcoin 
system orders transactions by placing 
them in groups called blocks and then 
linking these blocks through what is 
called Blockchain.  The transactions 
in one block are considered to have 
happened at the same time.  These 
blocks are linked to each-other (like a 
chain) in a proper linear, chronolog-
ical order with every block contain-
ing the hash of the previous block. 

There still remains one more prob-
lem: Any node in the network can 
collect unconfirmed transactions 
and create a block and then broad

Figure 3: Financial Transactions using the BlockChain Technology2
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In this section we will try to describe the main technical aspects at the basis of blockchain-based
systems, at the current state of the art. Before going into details it can be useful to recap Bitcoin’s basic
strategy by sketching its main operations. This can serve as a guideline before our diving into the
technicalities, and we hope it will induce the reader to focus on the functional requirements pursued by
the designers of these systems, rather than on their actual implementations. For an in-depth technical
overview explicitly focused on cryptocurrencies the reader is referred to [47].

Table 1 reports the main special symbols used throughout the following, together with
their meaning.

Table 1. Special symbols used in the present work.

Symbol [Section(s)] Meaning [Section(s)] Symbol [Section(s)] Meaning [Section(s)]

T [3.2.2] Transaction [3.1,3.2] M [3.3.1] Miner [3.1]
I [3.2.2] Transaction input [3.2.2] R [3.2.3] Recipient (payee in cryptocurrency) [3.2]
O [3.2.2] Transaction output [3.2.2] P [3.2] Transactor (payer in cryptocurrency) [3.2]
B [3.3.1] Transaction block [3.3] N [3.3.2] Solution of mining (nonce) [3.3.2]
H [3.3.1] Block header [3.3.1] t [3.3.2] Difficulty of mining (threshold, aka target in Bitcoin) [3.3.2]
D [3.3.1] Digest [3.2.1] Y [3.3.2] Pseudo-random function [3.3.2]
bD [3.3.2] Root hash (aka root digest) [3.3.2] P [3.3.2] Pricing function [3.3.2]

3.1. Bitcoin Quick Overview

One main problem with digital currencies is that of double spending, where the same coin is
transferred by a given payer to two or more payees. In the traditional model, double spending is
prevented by trusted parties (i.e., banks and other financial institutions), which interoperate to enforce
a total order in the processing of coin transfers and their balancing over time.

Bitcoin raises every user to the role of a central bank, and tackles the double spending threat by
fostering a competition among them. Indeed, every participant in the Bitcoin network:

• keeps a copy of the ledger recording transfers related to digital coins/assets over time;
• performs a certain amount of publicly-verifiable computational work in order to have a chance to

be rewarded in new mint coins plus some fees by the payers;
• checks the work performed by other participants in order to get more chances to be rewarded in

the future.

In the Bitcoin jargon, users acting as central banks are miners, transfers of digital assets are
transactions, and the publicly available shared ledger where transactions are recorded is the blockchain.

In an ideal Bitcoin network the blockchain is cooperatively and incrementally constructed by the
miners over time as follows:

• Miners collect transactions that are broadcast over the network, and use their computing power
to try to generate a valid block of transactions. The generation is done through repeated
invocation of a hash function on data which reference the specific transactions that a miner
decided to include in its block, together with the previous valid block and its own Bitcoin address.
(Since Bitcoin inception, the hash function has been implemented with a double call to the SHA-256
algorithm [48]. However, as the requirement of collision resistance is quickly hardening with the
diffusion of Bitcoin and the introduction of the new hash standard SHA-3 [49], this could change
in a near future.)

• When a miner succeeds in generating a block, meaning that the hash of its block data is smaller
than a given difficulty threshold (aka target), then it broadcasts such block to the network.

• In case other miners see that the above block is valid, and see that it is the “longest extension” of
the blockchain (i.e., the fork involving the highest amount of computational effort) that they are
aware of, they move on and extend the blockchain from such block.

• The existence of the above block in the blockchain ratifies that the newly minted coins and the fees
from the transactions included go to the public address that it provided. Only the miner having
that address can redeem such coins and transaction fees, by using its corresponding private key.
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cast it to the rest of the network as a 
suggestion as to which block should 
be the next one in the blockchain.  
How does the network decide which 
block should be next in the block-
chain? There can be multiple blocks 
created by different nodes at the same 
time. One can’t rely on the order since 
blocks can arrive at different orders 
at different points in the network.

Bitcoin solves this problem by intro-
ducing a mathematical puzzle: each 
block will be accepted in the block

chain provided it contains an answer to 
a very special mathematical problem. 

This is also known as “proof of 
work”: a node generating a block 
needs to prove that it has put enough 
computing resources to solve a 
mathematical puzzle. For instance, 
a node can be required to find a 
“nonce” which when hashed with 
both transactions and hashes of pre-
vious blocks produces a hash with 
certain number of leading zeros.

 

The average effort required is ex-
ponential in the number of zero 
bits required but verification pro-
cess is very simple and can be 
done by executing a single hash.
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of the indication of the destination where P intends to transfer those resources and their amount, plus
a scripting code whose processing should guarantee that only the recipients indicated by P can redeem
such resources.

Each input must match with an output related to a previous transaction which was validated
(eventually among others) as a blockchain block. The matching between the current transaction input I
and a previous transaction output O transforms all the resources provided by O in resources available
for I, so that to each input can correspond one and only one output. A different situation occurs
inside a transaction, where zero to many inputs can be associated to one or more outputs. A no-input
transaction stands for granting some newly created resources to one or more outputs, and corresponds
to the case of a generation transaction in the context of cryptocurrecies. Otherwise, a single-input or
multi-input transaction records a transfer of resources from its input(s) to its output(s). The matching
rule in this last case is as follows: one or more outputs Omn must correspond to each input Im, so that a
certain amount of units of resource provided by Im is equal to the sum of the amounts related to Omn,
net of transaction fees which cannot be indicated explicitly.

As result of the two above matching rules, resource paths start at outputs of generation
transactions and from standard transaction inputs they branch into one or more outputs, or from
multiple transaction inputs they join into a single output. Figure 1 shows an example of a chain graph
for resource transfers which meets such rules.

Figure 1. An example of transaction chaining in Bitcoin. For readability, In and Out matching scripts
are indicated with the same Bitcoin public key, but actually each Out script encodes the Bitcoin address
corresponding to the public key in its matching In script. See Section 3.2.3 for details.

In Bitcoin, each standard transaction—with its input(s)-output(s) matching—represents a transfer
of a certain amount of sathoshi, which is the smallest possible unit of currency (a satoshi is a one
hundred millionth of a single bitcoin (BTC)). Each input I must reference a single output O from a
transaction encoded in a previously validated transaction block, so that I must spend the amounts of
satoshi in O. Schematically, given a transaction T, each input I and output O of T are defined as:

I := (sha256(Tp), i, SgnCode) O := (v, VrfCode) , (1)
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T: 706b335514c44e6311439db679f049788122689a21bd40a1b73306c8ff33f894

{
"txid": "706b335514c44e6311439db679f049788122689a21bd40a1b73306c8ff33f894",
"size": 225,
"version": 2,
"locktime": 0,

"in": [
{
"txid": "fa53f5c75a28274f3ae029238b4dd03daf2adbaf79bdf221c925958a7c3d8a27",
"n": 1,
"scriptSig": "304402201730eba212e9c8370b9aa571ca184d3c31d4aa329b840291227e96bd620b687c02204572c0ea5bf529781f8f1d
3d53e5263a5ebb784302fb7d638d1b2452709f95f001 02e13d9fab3c4730183d14208163e532de1b61e9b79c8b102a686ac0b8e57b076d"
}
],
"out": [
{
"value": "0.12134079",
"n": 0,
"scriptPubKey": "OP_DUP OP_HASH160 1HJjNPksrnqW374Hb7GhtaKUysDQcvnF1K OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG",
},
{
"value": "0.05933405",
"n": 1,
"scriptPubKey": "OP_DUP OP_HASH160 1GKQwKx54ahKQFQ4rya54nG5f9w1C8pCYt OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG"
}
],
}

Figure 2. An example of Bitcoin standard transaction.

The flow of operations performed by P to encode T can be described as follows [57]:

1. the out section of T is created by instantiating the two value fields and by putting the addresses
1HJjNP... and 1GKQwK... after the OP_HASH160 instruction in their related scriptPubKey fields;

2. the previous output (txid=fa53f5...,n=1) is indicated as the source of the input in the in
section;

3. P completes the encoding of T by writing in the scriptSig field its signature 304402... followed
by a space and its public key 02e13d.... It can be worthwhile to notice that P’s signature is
applied to all the in and out fields of T, with the only exception of scriptSig.

In order to better understand the processing of T by the Bitcoin scripting system, it is useful to
think of T along with transaction Tp referenced by txid=fa53f5... and instantiated by Pp, and a
subsequent transaction Ts which the recipient R, having address 1GKQwK..., issued to redeem the
0.05933405 BTC (at the time of writing the output associated with address 1HJjNP... is still unspent).

Indeed, actually two computations took place: first the scriptSig of T was given in input to the
scriptPubKey provided in output n=1 of Tp, and then the scriptSig produced by R for a given input
of Ts was given as input to the last scriptPubKey of T (lines 22–24 of the code in Figure 2). In both
cases the processing was successful; it is described in Table 2, where the values <sig>, <pubkey> and
<pubKeyHash> are respectively instantiated with Pp’s signature, Pp’s public key and P’s address in the
first case, and P’s signature, P’s public key and R’s address in the second case.

Table 2. The stack-oriented processing of Script in case of “Pay-to-PubKeyHash” (P2PKH) scripts.
Symbology is according to [57].

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

Processed inst/data <sig> <pubkey> OP_DUP OP_HASH160 <pubKeyHash> OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG
Stack content <pubKeyHash>

<pubkey> <pubKeyHash> <pubKeyHash>
<pubkey> <pubkey> <pubkey> <pubkey> <pubkey> <pubkey>

<sig> <sig> <sig> <sig> <sig> <sig> <sig> True
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Figure 3. The core elements of a blockchain like that of Bitcoin, with generation transactions depicted
as coins. The block on the left could be the genesis block or a block generated by a selfish miner as well.
See Section 3.3.1 for details.

There is, however, an upper limit to the size of a transaction block, which is currently 1MB in the
Bitcoin system. Such value, which has been the subject of a long debate in the Bitcoin community and
will probably change in the next Bitcoin release [67], has to be chosen as a trade-off between constraints
on peers resources and the throughput of the transaction management: a bigger limit would result
in less nodes being able to mine or validate a full-size block, whilst a smaller limit would imply less
transaction throughput [68].

In Bitcoin, the standard transactions T1, . . . , Th that a miner M chooses to assemble into the current
mining block Bc—alongside with the generation transaction T0—are processed by M in pairs (if h > 0
and h + 1 is odd, then Th is considered twice), in order to calculate a unique hash digest bDc for all
of them (root hash) thanks to a Merkle tree [69]. The digests used to generate the Merkle tree are all
computed by applying the SHA-256 hash function twice, thus bDc is a 256-bit string. The root hash is
then recorded in the so-called block header Hc of Bc, alongside with the digest Dp of the block header Hp

of the previous (valid) block Bp , where Dp is computed by applying twice SHA-256 to Hp. Besides the
256-bit fields provided for storing Dp and bDc, a block header consists of the 32-bit fields version, time,
bits and nonce for a total of 80 bytes. The first three fields store the block version number, the current
time in seconds since 1970-01-01T00:00 UTC and a string encoding the difficulty of the proof-of-work,
respectively. Instead, the nonce field is used to store (part of) a string representing the solution given
by M to the proof-of-work (see Section 3.3.2) for Bc [70,71].

Notice that if a miner generates a block with one or more invalid transactions, whatever the error
and the intentions are, then the other (honest) miners will not accept the new block. They will ignore it
and continue trying to build a block on top of the last block they think is valid.
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days the coins have been held. An important difference here is that the hashing is timed in one digest
calculation per second, and not more frequently; moreover it is possible to calculate it only once for
each unspent coin in the wallet [80]. In this way miners are not motivated in accumulating hashing
power. However, this comes at the price of a (loose) time synchronization among nodes, which was
presumably avoided in Bitcoin to overcome the difficulties of getting a trusted “global clock” without
a Time-Stamping Authority [83].

In the last two years, proof-of-stake mechanisms have gained approval for their lower energy
consumption and greater fairness for the selection of the winning miner with respect to proof-of-work
derived systems. Moreover, they are considered more resilient to the double-spending threat. In
proof-of-stake systems the “longest chain” is the blockchain branch with the highest total sum of
destroyed coin age, thus a 51%–attack (that is, when an attacker has the absolute majority of resources
necessary to solve the mining) would require a huge amount of coins by the attacker, who needs to
control the network even when the coin age turns to be zero. The idea of ruining a large amount of
coins is considered a deterrent for this kind of attacks. However, also the proof-of-stake approach
has shown some limitations, e.g., coin age accumulates even when the node is not connected to the
network [47].

The proof-of-activity (PoA) is one more approach to mining, which tries to overcome the limitations
of both proof-of-work and proof-of-stake mechanisms. It can be considered a combination of them,
since its basic idea is to draw a fraction of the proof-of-work reward only among all the nodes that are
connected to the network, while their stake determines their chances of winning [84].

We conclude this section by observing that, at least at our knowledge, all the mining approaches
proposed so far can be described as particular instances of the workflow depicted in Figure 4,
here described.

Figure 4. Given the digests of the current and previous blocks, the act of mining the current block is a
process which consists in finding a nonce so that the value returned by a suitable pricing function is less
than a parametric threshold. The output consisting in the association between the digests and the nonce
actually represents what is indicated with “proof-of-work” or similar terms (e.g., “proof-of-stake”)
in literature.

Pricing functions were introduced in [73], where a function P : X ⇥ Y ! R can be informally
defined as satisfying the following properties:

1. Given x 2 X and t 2 R, it is moderately hard to find y 2 Y : P(x, y)  t;
2. for any (x, y) 2 X ⇥ Y, it is easy to compute P(x, y);
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new block in the blockchain after spending 10 min on average in searching for a correct digest, and
concomitantly establishing (almost randomly) the peer entitled for the block recording.

Since this is a trial and error algorithm, the more peers in the system that participate in the race
with a fixed t, the shorter is the average time to find a correct solution. But we know that t = 10 min is
the predetermined time that the system should take to find a solution, and on average it should be met.
This looks like a soft real-time system [87], but we think it is not, as the time expected to have a result
should not significantly exceed 10 minutes, but it should neither be less than that.

When actual t < 10 repeatedly for a number of blocks, then the system increases the difficulty
to make the interval longer, that means the threshold t in (2) must be lower for the next blocks. As
we told in Section 3.3.2, lowering the threshold of one single level in Bitcoin corresponds to add one
leading zero to the Hex string encoding the previous threshold value or, equivalently, to shift its single
“1” digit from position z to z + 1. In turn, it can be shown that–at least under the assumption that the
hash function is well balanced (roughly speaking, in a well balanced hash function each output has
about the same number of pre-images [88]) and z � 10–the above shift results in a proof of work which
is probabilistically harder than the previous one by a factor very close to 216 = 65536.

In Figure 5 we can see how the implemented difficulty increased over the last two years. This is
referable to three distinct facts:

• The growth in number of competitors to the race, due to the diffusion of currency and to the prize
offered.

• The growth in performance of the single computational resource, due to the usage of better
hardware.

• The sentiment of investors in mining pools.
D
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Figure 5. Difficulty of Bitcoin mining in the last two years. It represents the difficulty to find a nonce
for a new block when compared to the easiest it can ever be (easiest_target/current_target).

The ever growing difficulty, as described in the graph, stagnated starting from March 2016 and
even decreased in August 2016. As the news about a better performing mining chip were spreading
(AntMiner S9 was released in May 2016), we speculate that miners did not rush in the update of their
machines. For more reason, a forthcoming halving of the mining reward was expected by July 2016,
and we believe that motivation in energy consuming and further hardware expenses subsequently
weakened. But the enthusiasm about this new technology did not diminish, and soon the difficulty
started growing again.

But what is a good parameter for performance measuring in this context?
The SHA-256 hash function does not need all the features available in a complex Instruction

Set Architecture, as the ones equipped in general purpose computers. Therefore, a new appropriate
parameter for evaluating the performance of a hashing system has been introduced: the hash-rate,
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Эволюция hashrate
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currently measured in TeraHash per second (TH/s). (Notably, two years ago the unit of measure was
the GigaHash per second.)

In Figure 6 the global hash-rate of Bitcoin is reported on a daily sample. Since the number of
miners is not known, as well as their singular hash-rate, the measurement is calculated from the
expected rate of finding a block (144 a day), the actual number of blocks found and the current
difficulty, resulting in an oscillating graph. The trending growth is affected also by the improving
computing systems adopted.
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Figure 6. Estimated global hash-rate of the Bitcoin system in the last two years.

But where does this improvement lie in Bitcoin mining systems?
As we described, the solution to our problem can be found through a trial and error algorithm.

This immediately leads to the probabilistic observation that the more calculating units the client has,
the better chances to win the race.

In fact, in the short lifetime of this cryptocurrency, we have seen a shift in terms of technologies
used for the computing resources in the mining competition, from single core to multicores, then GPUs,
and FPGAs, to end up with ASICs.

This is the effect of the quest for the correct solution, or-using a nostalgic pleasant term—the Nonce
Rush. Anything looking like something useless is sacrificed in the name of the hash-rate. Multicores
had a short life since they were inefficient horse carriages. GPUs had a fancy number of lightweight
cores working well (with differences due to the hardware implementation of the instructions) but
soon they lost appeal. In fact all these technologies seemed like wasted money since someone had the
idea to build specific hardware to compute uniquely the double SHA-256 hash function required to
check (2). It resulted to be very fast with FPGAs, and incredibly fast with the introduction of ASICs.

As we can see in Table 3, the convenience of using specialized technologies does not lie just in the
computing speed, but also in device cost and power consumption. In fact we have to remark again
that Bitcoin mining is a computational race based on casualty and attempts. The key to win virtual
coins-which are actually usable to buy real goods - is to have the fastest and overall less expensive
computing units. Spending thousands dollars without improving the chances to win the race is a
terrible investment.

At the same time, if Ms. Smith would decide to make a good investment today by buying the
fastest ASIC available, the repayment plan could not be successfully accomplished: in fact a new
technology could arise and a certain number of investors could decide to rely on it, making Ms. Smith
hardware obsolete and unfit to win any competition. For example, if Ms. Smith bought in 2015 the
fastest hardware available, that is the Spondooliestech SP35 Yukon, now she has less than half the
probability to find a nonce with respect to an investor that buys the AntMiner S9 today, and she
consumes more than the double in power. At the current market price and mining reward, if she finds
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Матрицы Google и Chei

(S0)lk : число трансакций k → l , нормированное на полное число
трансакций k → · · · ; → PageRank
(S∗

0 )lk : число трансакций l → k , нормированное на полное число
трансакций · · · → k ; → CheiRank
Графу сопоставляется матрица

S0 → S = S0 +
1

N
edᵀ

где dl = 1 для столбца S0, состоящего из одних нулей
Матрицы Google и Chei

G = αS + (1− α) 1
N
eeᵀ, G ∗ = αS∗ + (1− α) 1

N
eeᵀ
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PageRank & CheiRank

Собственные значения и собственные вектора:

Gijψl(j) = λlψl(j)

При α < 1 наибольшее собственное значение: λ = 1 и
соответствующий собственный вектор имеет только
положительные компоненты P(j), имеющие смысл вероятностей

∑

j

P(j) = 1

Далее рассматриваются упорядоченные по убыванию P(K ) и
P∗(K ∗)
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Распределения по PageRank и CheiRank

P(K ) ∝
1

K

0.86

, P(K ∗) ∝
1

K∗
0.73
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Спектры Google и CheiRank матриц
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Кривая Лоренца
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Результаты

Необычный спектр собственных занчений, никогда не наблюдался
в реальных сложных сетях. Свидетельствует о наличии групп
трейдеров (communities)

Экстремальное неравенство по владению биткойн
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